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FORWARD

With these illuminated paintings, Peter Bynum carries visionary designer Russel
Wright’s legacy of radical innovation into contemporary art. Bynum has invented a
new way of painting, using light and paint in ways rarely if ever seen before. He is
experimenting with new materials, introducing new techniques, and inventing new
processes to illuminate the way paint manifests the life-force in action.
All living organisms share this branching design – a design nature has perfected over a
half-billion years of evolution. At his home Manitoga, Russel Wright wanted visitors to
feel a deep connection with nature, transcend the corrosive effects of urbanization, and
feel the interconnectedness of all life. Peter Bynum’s provocative departure from the
history of painting finds kinship with Russel Wright’s maverick spirit of creative
experimentation.
Ecstatic Light is presented through Manitoga/The Russel Wright Design Center’s Artist Residency program, initiated in 2014 to
foster creative responses to Manitoga that invoke Russel Wright’s legacy of experimentation, innovation and celebration of place.

Proof of Concept: Light, Detail

ART/LIFE: PETER BYNUM’S ILLUMINATED PAINTINGS
By DEDE YOUNG, former Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art, Neuberger Museum of Art

As Bynum laid down paint on paper and canvas, he found the textured, opaque surfaces to be limited for
drawing out and making evident paint’s unique, expressive qualities. When he shifted from paper and canvas to
Plexiglas, the viscosity and visual effect of the paint changed dramatically, and his ideas gained traction.
He poured, tossed, splashed, dripped, and squirted liquid pigments onto the smooth, transparent Plexiglas,

AT ITS MOST PROVOCATIVE, contemporary art turns a corner and moves away from the past. This direction is
put into motion either by the use of new materials, by introducing previously taboo content, or by breaking with
traditional formats so that the way we think about art— what it is and why it looks the way it does— is challenged.
Peter Bynum brings to this discourse a body of work focused on the subject of light that both explores and

initiating the paint’s journey, which traveled across the surface like a meandering stream or a curving tree branch
following an apparently natural course of growth. Different consistencies of paint caused variation in the outward
spreading or pooling from the spine of the branching form, which is literally embedded in the paint, as opposed
to a compositional detail painted beneath or on top of it.

pushes the boundaries of contemporary painting.
Throughout history, artists have continually found new ways to reveal and create forms that appear in nature.
Painters who established the landscape tradition depicted the natural world and the essence of light and shadow
in a descriptive way. Before the advent of photography, painters found transparency, luminosity, and light observed
in nature to be crucial subjects. Rembrandt, Vermeer, Turner, Constable, Whistler, and Friedrich were key to
advancing the emotional and descriptive power of painting. The Hudson River School painters, Luminists, and
Impressionists created plein air paintings that pushed the Romantic and somatic experience of the natural
world forward, and Seurat’s scientific studies and color theories led to a systematic approach to painting that
created new chromatic effects. Twentieth-century painters developed an increasingly abstract visual language
to symbolize and further convey the perceived connection between nature and human experience.
For Peter Bynum, scholarly studies in philosophy, aesthetics, ideology, and epistemology led to questions about
human knowledge and its relationship to the natural world. He left his career as a creative director in New York
City to establish a studio in a lush, pastoral community along the Hudson River and began painting as a means
to express the frisson between deeply personal human experience and the universal laws of motion in nature.
The desire to approach painting in a new way fueled Bynum’s intensive experimentation with materials and
form that would support his aim. During the process of exploration, he made an analysis of paint that revealed
its true, organic structure. Paint, he discovered, embodies an innate branching behavior that exists in virtually all
ecosystems — from leaves and trees to coral reefs to the human body with its dendrite system of veins and
arteries — a mirror to nature and to us.
His philosophical and conceptual quest took root as he further studied the materiality of paint and found that,
under certain conditions, its structural form remained whole and interconnected, replicating living organisms. He
felt he was onto something that connected the nature of art, the nature of human experience, and the nature of
nature itself.
Bynum came to his own visual language when he invented a method for distilling the organic essence of paint.
He manipulated every painterly passage of color so that this branching line was retained as a key, compositional
element. The paintings possess a kinship with those of Charles Burchfield, whose painterly shorthand is a
representation of nature’s pure energy, form, and movement. Bynum, however, had achieved a direct representation
of nature’s form by allowing paint’s intrinsic linear structure to be the expression of nature, rather than by
building up a painting through the conventional process of applying visible brushstrokes.

Thick Plexiglas blocks, similar in dimension to glass bricks, gave transparency and depth to his paintings.
Allowing light to pass through the material and making the paintings into freestanding objects viewable from
two sides, Bynum felt he was moving in a direction dictated by his ideas. Ultimately, he struck upon the idea of
using tempered glass, a more rigid and clear material than Plexiglas with more visual and physical weight.
Plexiglas, glass, and other strong, flat materials have long been employed in printmaking as surfaces from which
to transfer images to paper or cloth, but Bynum had never seen it used as a primary surface on which to paint.
In a film shot by Hans Namuth, “Jackson Pollock 51” (1965), the artist is filmed from below through a sheet of
glass—a purely filmic technique used to document his inventive process of creating an all-over “drip” painting.
Pollock never painted on glass as a primary material, but he said, “The possibilities, it seems to me, are endless,
what one can do with glass. It seems to me a medium that’s very much related to contemporary painting.”

Compelled by the transparency of glass and the untapped potential of it in painting, Bynum brushed, spilled,

Yet, the visual impact of the paintings—the physical depth and actual light passing through the painted

and flung paint on its surface, and used various procedures to draw out its inherent structure. The thinner the

surface—yields something new. Bynum was taking painting, which has traditionally involved adding layers of

paint application the more slender the branching structure and the softer the color—quite similar in appearance

paint to articulate the opaque surface of a canvas, in a new direction.

to delicate, translucent leaves. Air bubbles trapped inside the paint amplified its fluid form and caused a direct
association with nature.

As he effectively pursued a course between Neoclassicism and Romanticism—reducing rational process and
spontaneous experimentation to formal abstraction—Bynum created compelling organic patterns through an

Being aware that our perception of nature is phenomenological and occurs as a layered, somatic experience,

innovative, painterly process. The elegant, graceful, linear, rhythmic forms covering the sheer material surface

Bynum conceived that a painting might be more effective if it were comprised of layers. Single sheets of painted

fueled his commitment to his artistic practice.
Once he had developed the formal strategies that would characterize his work, there was still work to be done
on marrying the form and idea to bring out the essential subject of his investigation. Light, that illusive and
Romantic element central to the history of painters working in the landscape tradition, would become a subject
as significant to Bynum as was his inquiry into paint.
Collaborating with an optical scientist, a new type of illumination was developed that promised long-lasting,
even, allover light. Bynum then designed and fabricated a strong but minimal bracketing system to hold
anywhere from one to six glass panels slightly apart in front of the lighted panel. Now the paintings embodied
palpable light and air; they seemed to breathe light, which filled the void between the panels and spilled
beyond their edges on all four sides. The space between things became as dynamic as the things themselves.
Another innovation was that the light was dimmable. Bynum’s decision to replace the traditional light switch with
a handheld dimming device added the element of viewer interactivity to the work, opening up a collaboration
between artist, viewer, light, and paint, bringing about a collapse in the traditional space of the painting as
separate from the viewer’s space and shifting the viewer from voyeur to participant. This not only enhanced the
aspect of permutations of light, which caused some details to become indistinct and others to more clearly
materialize, but also made tangible the idea of permanence and impermanence inherent in nature.
The metaphysical quality of light had been explored in the 1960s by Los Angeles based artists Larry Bell, Robert
Irwin, and James Turrell who were interested in light as volume. In the 1980s artists Dan Graham and Rudie
Berkhout explored holography, probing the reflective and interactive possibilities of it.
Despite his use of physical light, Bynum is more conceptually aligned to artists who pushed the psychological
effect of painting, like Mark Rothko, whose fields of color press toward the edges of his canvas, appearing to
loom in an indeterminable, shallow space. Bynum’s paintingsincorporate two extreme aspects: up close they are
exceptionally material, but from a distance they seem to transcend their physical properties, appearing soft,

glass seemed related to stained glass windows, and Bynum was after something closer to our perception of
nature. So, he worked in an additive manner, standing multiple painted glass panels upright in wood bases he’d
fashioned with grooves a fraction of an inch apart. By adding layers and spatial depth, the possibilities for new
relationships within the paintings expanded and the potential for increasing the complexity of the compositions
grew. The paintings also gained a feeling of air, a quality lacking in the earlier work.
The multi-panel paintings allow light to filter through front to back and vice versa, with shadowy forms appearing
even in the areas where paint blocks the light. These three-dimensional paintings full of color and light are such
that one cannot discern what comes first in the process; there appears to be a seamless flow. They embody the
concept of the evanescent world of fleeting beauty called ukiyo in Japanese art, translated as “floating world.”

organic, and ephemeral.
Peter Bynum commenced his artistic practice as a means to investigate and work out existential questions—a
course of inquiry consistent with the philosopher’s need to explore and understand. His work developed in a
progression that brought together biological, geological and technological motifs from which to further explore
and express the deep, driving questions that caused him to initiate his artistic journey. Beginning with a concern
for the way in which paint itself creates form with minimal human intervention, he made one breakthrough after
another, ultimately finding a seamless infusion of material and form to make art that exists in a way that is
beyond the mundane, everyday world.

The deeper meaning explored in Bynum’s work is the expression of the connection that exists between all life
forms. His is a departure from trends in today’s art that concern dysfunction and disconnection. Instead, Peter
Bynum is engaged in a philosophical and conceptual inquiry that has provided new directions for art by
conveying wholeness and interconnection as vital to the fabric of humanity.

Dede Young is an art historian with more than twenty years of experience in the professional art world. As a
former museum curator of modern and contemporary art at the Neuberger Museum of Art in New York and the
Samuel P. Harn Museum of Art at the University of Florida, Young has overseen more than 100 exhibitions and
artist’s residencies, managed collections, led New York and international art tours, presented hundreds of public
lectures, and published dozens of essays and interviews on a wide range of topics. She is currently Director of
Galerie Lelong in New York City.

Proof of Concept: Paint, 2006.
22 in. H x 22 in. W. x 6 in. D.
Acrylic paint on glass (5 layers),
wood frame.

Proof of Concept: Light, 2007.
22 in. H x 22 in. W. x 1/2 in. D.
Acrylic paint on tempered glass,
L.E.D. backlighting, remote dimmer,
steel bracket.

Untitled No. 209, 2009.
28 in. H x 28 in. W x 2 in. D.
Acrylic paint on tempered glass (3 layers),
L.E.D. backlighting, remote dimmer,
steel bracket.

Blue (Fine), 2013.
44 1/2 in. H x 18 in. W. x 5 in. D.
Acrylic paint on tempered glass (4 layers),
L.E.D. backlighting, remote dimmer,
steel bracket.

Infinite Walks through the Same Fields, 2014.
48” H x 72” W x 6” D.
Acrylic paint on tempered glass (5 layers),
L.E.D. backlighting, remote dimmer,
steel bracket.

Cobalt Window, 2014.
44 1/2 in. H x 18 in. W.
Acrylic paint on tempered glass (2 layers),
L.E.D. backlighting, remote dimmer,
steel bracket.

June 1, 2014.
72 in. H x 48 in. W.
Acrylic paint on tempered glass,
L.E.D. backlighting, remote dimmer,
steel bracket.

Ecstatic Light (Centering), 2016.
48 in. H x 96 in. W x 6 in. D.
Acrylic paint on tempered glass (4 layers),
L.E.D. backlighting, remote dimmer,
steel bracket.

Ecstatic Light (Supreme), 2016.
44 1/2 in. H x 18 in. W x 5 in. D.
Acrylic paint on tempered glass (4 layers),
L.E.D. backlighting, remote dimmer,
steel bracket.

Ecstatic Light (Ascension), 2016.
96 in. H x 22 in. W x 3 in. D.
Acrylic paint on tempered glass (2 layers),
L.E.D. backlighting, remote dimmer,
steel base.

Ecstatic Light (Psychedelia), 2016.
72 in. H x 48 in. W x 1 in. D.
Acrylic paint on tempered glass,
L.E.D. backlighting, remote dimmer,
steel bracket.

Ecstatic Light (Approach), 2016.
96 in. H x 22 in. W x 3 in. D.
Acrylic paint on tempered glass (2 layers),
L.E.D. backlighting, remote dimmer,
steel base.

ABOUT PETER BYNUM

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Peter Bynum is known for his light-infused sculptural paintings and large-scale installations. Bynum’s work

Manitoga/The Russel Wright Design Center would like to thank the 2016 Artist Residency Host Committee
for their generosity in helping make Ecstatic Light possible, especially Lead Sponsors David & N. Heller
McAlpin, Marilyn & Jim Simons; Sponsors Christopher Jara & Donald Taffurelli, Tom Krizmanic, Gary & Laura
Maurer; Contributors Donald Albrecht, Joe Chapman, Lyn and John Fischbach, Frank B R Sahm Jr. Charitable
Foundation, Nancy Olnick & Giorgio Spanu; and Supporters Robert Aresty & Aleta Wolfe, William Burback &
Peter Hofmann, Allison Cross & Henry Nye, David Diamond & Karen Zukowski, EASTER Foundation/Anne &
Fred Osborn III, Melissa Meyers & Wilbur Foster, Dan Macey & Paul Savidge, Cathy Kuttner Polich & Dick Polich,
Frederic C. Rich, Liliane Salama & J. Peter Stillman, Don Watson & Linda Thomas.

has been exhibited in Rome, Shanghai, Basel, Paris, Cologne, and throughout the U.S. In 2011, the Rome
Museum of Contemporary Art included his paintings in it’s exhibition “The Future of Contemporary Art”.
In 2013, New York’s Museum of Arts & Design commissioned a large, illuminated triptych to feature alongside
renowned light artist James Turrell, naming them two of the most influential artists of the last half-century who
work with glass. In 2014 he was commissioned by the New York Public Library to fill its 5th Avenue windows with
17 large-scale illuminated paintings for nine months. His most recent installation, commissioned by the Hudson
Valley Center for Contemporary Art, reinterprets his work into 10 canvases 23 ft. high x 16 ft. wide for the
Hudson riverfront in Peekskill, NY. Peter Bynum received his MFA from New York University. He lives and
works in New York’s Hudson Valley.

Additional thanks go to the ace installation team of Pablo Correa, Edison Arevalo and Herman Roggeman;
photographers David Limburg and Frank Famularo; designer Charles Burleigh; architectural conservator Michael
Devonshire of Jan Hird Pokorny Associates; and Elizabeth Arnold for her thoughtful input and support.
Manitoga’s work generally, and Ecstatic Light in particular, owe a debt of gratitude to Manitoga Program
Director Vivian Linares, External Affairs/Communications Manager Dan Rigney, Operations Manager Melissa
Pimentel, and Landscape Manager Emily Phillips. Finally, Manitoga is immensely grateful to Executive Director
Allison Cross for the energy, intellect and unfailing aesthetic sensibility she brings daily to Manitoga/The Russel
Wright Design Center. The Artist Residency Program would not exist without her vision and dynamic leadership.

